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INTRODUCTION 

Formulations of the properties of water and steam , such as 
the 1967 IFC or the 1984 IAPS formulation, for many 
applications are not required in their exactness and have a 
too high need in computation time. This paper is a 
contribution to the development of "minor" equations of state 
(with an exactness as good as demanded and for minimized 
ranges of state.) 

THERMODYNAMIC TASK 

For practical use equation sets are needed which work without 
iterations and represent the thermophysical properties in 
predefined parameter ranges with predefined exactness [1]. 
Basic data for their construction are taken from 
international formulations, in the general form z=z(x,y). 

MA~HEMATICAL TASK 

The	 mathematical task may be formulated in two levels: 
1.	 On the bottom level free parameters of a given function 

are to be determined so, that a norm will be aminimum. 
Approximating to "exact" functions the maximum 
difference is the more important norm than the usually 
taken sum of squares of differences. 

2.	 On the top level the smallest function is to be found, 
which fulfills a predefined criterion like 
- a value for the maximum difference from the original 

equation or 
- the fulfilment of the International Skeleton Tables. 

CONSISTENCY 

A set of independent equations cannot be consistent. So 
numerical problems may appear in practical iterative or 
stepwise calculations. To prevent such events, relations 
between approximated equations should be controlled to derive 
conclusions about minimum parameter step widths. 
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MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION 

The aearch for optimal functiona ia made by the help of a 
modification of HAGNERa atepwiae linear regreaaion analyaia 
[2,3,4]. (Parameter determination occura here under 
minimization of the aua of error aquarea. ) 
A new method for nonlinear Chebyahev approximation 
(minimization of maximum error) by JING and FAM [5] waa 
extended and it ia uaed now for the improvment of the 
function parametera. 

The original veraion of JING'a and FAM'a method conaidera 
the following Chebyahev approximation problem. Find a 
parameter vector 

(1 ) 

with linear and nonlinear parametera of an approximating 
function f(a,x) to minimize max[ E(~,x)] (auperacript "b") 
where 

E(g,x) =If(g,x) -f(x)1 (2 ) 

with the original function F(x). 

The problem ia deaigned in a form improving the parameter 
vector by a linear optimization. 

But for the thermodynamic relation O=F(x,y,z) up to three 
approximating functiona (auperacript "*") are neceaaary 

z*=z*(oz,x,y) 

Y*=Y*'(Oy.x,z) (3) 

x'" = x*( 0)( ,y,z ) 

Inatead of (2) now aeveral error functiona Ew may be taken 
in conaideration to control relationa between functiona. 
A choice of important onea ia ahown in Tab. 1 Error 
function Em. ia formulated to fi t equationa to the 
International Skeleton Tablea (aubacript "ST"). Error 
function EO( allowa to fit other functiona with the aame 
parameter vector ( point above the aymbol ) like 

z*= (Clz*) (4 )UX y 

aimultaneoualy. 
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TADLE 1. Some error functions EN for approximation of 
sets of thermodynamic equations 

NN EN EN
 

I
 Iz*(oz'x,y)-z(x yl I 6z-1 lif 6z>1) 
0 (if 6z .. 0) 

VIII 

II Iy*(oy,x.zl-yl 

~ z·la,.x.y)-zs~x.yl ]m Ix*lox,y,zl- X I l::.z= 
l::.zST

N Iy*(oy .x, z*(oz,x,y 11 -y I
 

IX
 Iz* (oz' X,y I-i: (X I YI IV Ix*lox,y,z:f(oz,x,Yll-x I 

The extension on JING's approximation method allows to 
consider two or more error functions of two independent 
variables simultaneously and to weight them against each 
other. The flow chart (fig. 1) shows the simultaneous 
minimization of error functions EI and ETIl. In every 
iteration step at first all local maxima of all chosen error 
functions are determined. Before starting the linear 
optimization for the calculation of improved parameters the 
maxima of every observed error function EN are weighted with 
the empirical factor wN and their derivations to the 
parameters are calculated. The iteration will stop if no 
further improvment of the maximum weighted error is possible. 

COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The developed algorithm is apart of the program ECOFIT 
concerning also modules for 
- minimization of the sum of error squares (Gauss 

approximation) for functions with nonlinear parameters, 
- approximation with Chebyshev palynomials for two 

undependent variables, 
- approximation with functions of the type 

I 
Z'" =L: bi·x Ci .yd i 

i =1 (bj,ci,d j € RI (51 
I 

Z* =L b j .exP(crX + dJ'y I 
i =1 , 

with special algorithms for starting value estimation. 

Direct data transfer from the programs PROLIB and WAREG is 
realized. 
PROLIB is our program package evaluating the thermophysical 
properties of pure substances, including the 1967 IFC and 
1984 IAPS and other formulations [7,8]. 

/ 
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FIGURE 1. Simultaneous Chebyshev approximation for a set of 
functions of two undependend variables 

In WAREG is implemented a modification of WAGNER's stepwise 
regression method with simultaneous optimization [4] 
characterized by a significant decrease of computation time 
and memory demand. By the help of this program the search for 
the "best" equations occurs independently for every function. 
Then the parameter vectors are improved by ECOFIT. WAREG is 
also directly linked to PROLIB. 
All these programs are compatible to personal computers and 
are written in FORTRAN 77. 

EXAHPLE 

To illustrate the effects of the new simultaneous 
approximation method an example was constructed. The chosen 
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parameter range iB approximately bordered by pressures of 
about 5 ... 18 KPa and entropieB of about 6.2 ... 6.6 
kJ/(kg*K). (Bee fig. 2) Following functions were 
approximated : 

h*'= h*(Oh'P ,T) 
(6)

T*=T*(OT,p,h) 

As baBic data diBcrete values were used calculated from the 
1967 IFC formulation [8] in a lnp - T - grid with distances 
of 0.2 .. : 0.8 HPa and 10 K. FunctionB (6) were approximated 
on three waYB: 

A.	 By the search procedure the following functions were 
found: 

h*=t 0hk·{p/(0.1 MPO)}ilkl.{l/(647,3K)}Hkl·kJ/kg 
kz1 

i (k) = (0;0;1;1;2 I k=1. 5) (7) 

j (k )=(Q; 1;-3; 4;4 I k =1 5)I 

7 

T:f=L 0Tk{exp[0,01'(p/(0,1 MPollO"-1.0311711}i(kl " 

k=1	 .. {h/(70.1204 kJ/kg) -26 }jlkl . K 

(8 )i(k)=(0;0;1;3;4;5;6 Ik=1.7)
 

j(k)=(1;-3;-2;0;1; 0;0 I k= 1.7)
 

The terms of (7) were chosen from 50 termB with the 
exponents 0 ... 4 for i and -5 ... 4 for j. The final 
equation (8) represents the "best" from 53 of 
KEYER-PITTROFF'B and GRIGULL'B terms [9]. 

B.	 The enthalpy equation (7) waB fitted to the 1967 IFC 
formulation and after that the temperature equation (8) 
was fitted to the approximated version of (7). That 
means. in a sequential ChebYBhev approximation error 
function EI was first minimized for (7) and then for (8) 
regarding to (7). 

C.	 Using error functions EI and Enr the enthalpy equation 
(7) waB fitted to the original function and 
Bimultaneously the temperature function (8) to (7). 
Weighting factors w1 and wnr were 1. and 2. 

In B and C relativ values of E were minimized. Fig. 2 ShOWB 
the unweighted differences between given temperatures and 
temperatureB calculated from the fitted temperature equation 
using the enthalpy calculated from the fitted enthalpy 
equation, for variants A , Band C. Table 2 shows the 
parameters for the fitted functions of variantB Band C 
refered to those of A. 
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T*[~ .p,h*(~,P,T)]-T 
in % 

T 
- 0,8-0,6-0,4-0,2 0,2 0,4 0,6 0.8 

1 ::lll!III'1111111111111111 1 

-min 

------. min 

In'" [aT' p, h] - T (p, h]}2 

~min 

mox{T+[Or' P' h*(O~,p.h)]-T} 

-min 

mox{h*[Oh,P,T]- h[p,T]) 

_min 

{ 

wrmOX{hlf[Oh,P,TJ_h[P,Tll } 

wIimox{T*[Or' p, h"'(Oh ,p,T)]-T} 

p 

p 

10 

10 

FIGURE 2. Error diagrams for Gauss (A) • sequential (B) and 
simultaneous (C) Chebyshev approximation 
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TABLE 2. Coefficients of equations (7) and (8) calculated 
by sequential (B) and simultaneous (C) Chebyshev 
approximation refered to those calculated by Gaussian 
regression. 

, ~1"I8 

~nA 

~hC 

ahA 
i 

~T8 -
aTA 

"TC-
a TA 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

0,931 
1,097 
0,941 
0,207 
0,225 

0,944 
1,081 
0,958 
0,268 
0,126 

, 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

0,944 
1,141 
1,049 
0,442 
0,722 
1,665 

-6,779 

0,993 
1,123 
1,036 
0,649 
0,680 
0,801 
0,904 

DISCUSSION 

Simultaneous fitting of enthalpy and temperature equations 
effects a decrease of differences between both equations, see 
fig. 2 Band 2 C. That results in a small-size increase of 
errors of enthalpy and temperature values compared with the 
original equation. Relation between both errors depends on 
the relation between the weighting factors w /w . From aIgreater wnz a lower error between both approximateaffunctions 
results, but a greater one comparing to the original 
formulation. 
For the same function types tests show a lower maximum error 
using simple Chebyshev approximation in comparison to 
Gaussian approximation. Sequential and simultaneous Chebyshev 
approximation effect different values for the parameters 
compare tab. 2. 

CONCLUSIONS 

To fit equations of state to international formulations in 
chosen parameter ranges we recommend to use Chebyshev 
approximation for two independent variables with simultaneous 
controlling of several error functions. In this way relations 
between exactness and consistency may be checked for sets of 
thermophysical equations. Supposition for a successful 
determination of effectiv "minor" equations is an efficient 
search procedure for the structure of the equations. 
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